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Introduction 
 Collisions between protons and alkali atoms have been studied 
extensively in the past. In 1964 Donnally et al. [178] reported first 
measurements on cross sections for the production of metastable H(2s) in 
H

+
+Cs collisions. The study of this charge exchange reaction was 

motivated by the development of spin polarized ion sources. The choice for 
an alkali target over the earlier proposed molecular hydrogen target as 
donor to feed the H(2s) channel [179] was taken because for alkalis the 
ionization energies are lower and the energy defects with the H(2s) state 
smaller. This leads to larger cross sections which maximize at lower impact 
energies. The latter facilitates the separation of the metastable hydrogen 
atoms from the beam of protons by electric or magnetic fields. Soon after, 
charge exchange on alkalis was proposed to be the first step in the 
production of polarized negative hydrogen ions [180]. From the 1970's on 
the motivation to study collisions between protons and alkali atoms shifted 
towards fusion research (see e.g. [181,182]). 
 From a theoretical perspective, an appealing feature of ion-alkali-
atom collision systems is the shell structure of the alkalis, i.e., a single 
valence electron outside closed inner shells. It suggests the applicability of 
quasi-one-electron models in which the dynamics of the loosely bound 

Abstract 
In this paper a detailed study of keV H

+
+Na collisions is 

presented. The MOTRIMS experiments confirm that capture of the outer-
shell 3s electron dominates at low energy. But for higher energies they 
present the first direct evidence of charge transfer being dominated by 
capture of a 2p inner-shell electron instead of outer-shell capture. With 
this observation one-electron capture can be seen as a result of two 
distinct processes. At low energies, E < 10 keV/amu, it is dominated by 
outer-shell capture into H(n = 2), while at high energies, E > 40 keV/amu, 
inner-shell capture from the 2p-shell into H(n= 1) is the main process, i.e. 
already at energies lower than expected from the "velocity matching" 
argument.  

In the Na
+
 recoil spectra two inner-shell capture processes 

could be identified, namely ISC leaving the outer-shell electron in the 3s 
state or exciting it to 3p. The relative intensities of these processes 
revealed the prominent role of multi-electron dynamics in low energy 
inner-shell capture and a transition to ISC without active outer-shell 
participation occurring at ~ 1.4 vorb of the outer-shell electron. Inner-shell 
capture leading to Na

+
 recoils has larger cross sections than that ofNa

2+
 

production, the latter being dominated by transfer ionization. Good 
overall agreement between our MOTRIMS data and the TC-BGM 
calculations has been found. 
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outermost electron is governed by the joint Coulomb 
potential of projectile and target nuclei and an 
effective potential due to "frozen" inner-shell 
electrons. lon-alkali-atom collisions have been 
valuable test beds for advancing methods to solve the 
one-electron time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
because true one-electron systems, i.e., collisions of 
bare ions on atomic hydrogen, are difficult to handle 
and control experimentally. Almost all reported 
quantum mechanical and classical calculations 
concerning alkali-atom targets rely on the one-
electron approximation. 
 For the H

+
+Na(3s) collision system, 

measurements of total cross sections for one-electron 
capture in the low keV/amu impact energy range are 
manifold [183-185]. At higher impact energies, also 
cross sections for two-electron removal were obtained 
[13,186]. These studies. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 5.1: Q-value spectrum of Na
+
 recoil 

ions after p-Na collisions at 14 keV/amu. Main contri-
butions come from outer-shell capture (OSC), of 
which capture into H(ls) and H(n = 2) are indicated. 
Outer-shell ionization starts beyond Q = 5.14 eV. On 
top of the ionization tail the inner-shell capture (ISC) 
contributions appear. Clearly visible are the two 
contributions from ISC into H(1s) in combination with 
Na

+
(2p

5
3s) and Na

+
(2p

5
3p) as final state. The line 

through the data is drawn to guide the eye. 
 These experimental studies were followed 
and inspired by theoretical progress in coupled 
channel calculations, using molecular [192-194] or 
two-center atomic basis set expansions [195-197]. 
Most recent theoretical work on charge transfer in keV 
H

+
+Na (3s) collisions is based on two-center 36 

atomic orbital expansion (TCA036) [198], two-center 
70-state Sturmian-pseudostate expansion (TCSA070) 
[199] and classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) 
calculations [90]. 
 These one-electron models have been 
employed with some success. However, the the-
oretical calculations typically showed a much steeper 
decrease of the cross section towards higher impact 

energies than experimentally observed. The cross 
sections even seem to flatten out, The necessity to 
improve the models became apparent already some 
twenty years ago, when measurements of multiple-
electron removal from lithium and sodium atoms by 
proton. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Table 5.1: Q-values of relevant final states 
after one-electron capture processes in H

+
+Na (3s) 

collisions, grouped in either OSC or ISC. Also the Q-
values related with the onset of single ionization, 
transfer ionization and double ionization are given. 
 Here electron capture and ionization 
processes in H

+
+Na(3s) collisions have been studied 

in the energy range of 4-25 keV/amu. Cross sections 
for capture and ionization, as well as state selective 
and differential cross sections for outer-shell capture 
(OSC) into the n = 1, n = 2, and n S 3 shells of 
hydrogen have been obtained. Besides charge 
transfer processes involving the outer-shell electron of 
Na, also inner-shell capture (ISC) processes have 
been observed. Note that while OSC in this collision 
system has been studied extensively, direct 
identification of pure ISC has not been reported so far. 
 To introduce this collision system a Q-value 
spectrum of Na

+
 recoils is shown in figure 5.1. Several 

processes can be recognized in this spectrum. In the 
OSC part of the spectrum (Q < I, where I = 5.14 eV is 
the ionization potential of Na) one can distinguish the 
contributions of OSC into H (ls) (0 = -8.46 eV) and 
H(n = 2) (Q = +1.74 eV) which is the main capture 
channel. Capture into higher n states cannot be 
resolved. Ionization of the outer-shell electron leads to 
Q > I. On top of the ionization tail the ISC contribution 
from the 2p shell is found. Although ionization and 
ISC can have the same Q-value, the latter can be 
recognized because it gives rise to capture peaks on 
top of the continuous ionization spectrum. The two 
main peaks in this part of the Q-value spectrum arise 
when an inner-shell 2p electron is captured into H(1s) 
and the target is left in either an excited Na

+
(2p

5
3s) or 

Na
+
 (2p

5
3p) state. The smaller peaks are not 

identified unambiguously, but are related to more 
highly excited Na

+
 states or ISC into excited 

hydrogen, H (n > 2). The Q-values of the relevant 
OSC and ISC channels are given in table 5.1. The 
maximum Q-value for ISC is Q = 52.3 eV and occurs 
when the outer-electron is just excited to the 
continuum of the target and the inner-shell electron is 
captured into the continuum of the projectile. 
 To summarize the processes under 
investigation, we distinguish between processes in 
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Figure 5.2.: TC-BGM results for total capture   , 

and for OSC caputre (--); TCSAO70[199] (...). which 
only the outer-shell is active, i.e., 
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                      transfer  ionization.                     (5.4) 
 The experimental results are presented in 
conjunction with recent TC-BGM calculations. The 
general features of this close coupling scheme are 
discussed in section 2.5.1. For the H

+
+Na(3s) collision 

system the basis included the undisturbed states °,(r) 
of the Na target (n = 2 -4 shells, 19 states) and of the 
projectile (n = 1 - 5 shells, 35 states), as well as 49 
pseudostates from the set { v (r, t),   > 1, v < Vt} up to 
order = 6, in which Vt is the finite set of target states. 
A set of 26 impact parameters in the range 0.22 a.u. b 
< 30 a.u. was used, while the integrations have been 
restricted to impact parameters b <, 5 a.u. for the 
inner electrons. Physically this restriction is fully 
justified, since the inner-shell electrons are tightly 
bound. 
 Figure 5.2 summarizes the total cross 
sections for one-electron capture. Previous experi-
ments [183-185] and theoretical calculations [197,199] 
are in very good agreement for low energy, but above 
40 keV/amu discrepancies are found. Compared with 
the measurements of DuBois [13] theory 
underestimates one-electron capture by up to an 
order of magnitude. The TC-BGM calculations for total 
capture, including also the 2s- and 2p-shell, follow the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 Figure 5.3: Q-value spectrum of Na
+
 recoils 

for 8 keV/amu H
+
+Na(3s) collisions. The dominant 

channel at Q = +1.74 eV is capture into H(n = 2). For 
Q > 5.14 eV the spectrum contains the Na

+
 recoils 

produced by ionization. The inset shows a close-up of 
the weak H(n = 1) capture channel. Lines are drawn to 
guide the eye. 
 Experimental cross sections, while the pure 
OSC results are in agreement with previous cal-
culations. From these observations one can already 
conclude that the high energy behavior of the cross 
sections is due to the participation of inner-shell 
electrons. 
Aim of the Study 
 In this paper an extensive MOTRIMS study 
of electron capture and ionization processes in 
collisions of H

+
, He

2+
, C

6+
 and O

6+
 projectile ions on 

ground state Na(3s) and laser excited Na*(3p) is 
presented. The investigated energy range of 1 - 25 
keV/amu covers the transition from pure electron 
capture to ionization dominated interactions. The 
experimental data are presented in conjunction with 
state-of-the-art theoretical calculations. Classical 
trajectory Monte Carlo calculations have been carried 
out by Ron Olson (Rolla, USA). Close-coupling two-
center basis generator method calculations were 
performed by Matthias Keim and Hans Jurgen Liidde 
(Frankfurt, Germany) and Myroslav Zapukhlyak and 
Tom Kirchner (Clausthal, Germany).In this paper the 
results are presented for the collision systems of H-
+
+Na(3s). In all our findings on (multi-)electron 

capture are compiled and compared to identify 
general trends. For single ionization a similar 
approach is presented. 
Outer-Shell Processes 
 First the pure outer-shell processes, i.e. 
single outer-shell capture or ionization will be con-
sidered. In the Q-value spectra these processes 
appear at Q < 24.5 eV. A typical Q-value spectrum of 
Na

+
 recoils resulting from 8 keV/amu H

+
+Na(3s) 

collisions is shown in figure 5.3. The energy 
dependence of pure outer-shell processes is 
illustrated in figure 5.4. Two effects can be seen 
directly. First of all the state selectivity is lost with 
increasing collision energy. At 4 keV/amu 85% of the 
intensity is due to capture into the H(w = 2) shell, 
while at 10 keV/amu ionization is equally strong as 
this channel. Above 16 keV/amu capture into higher 
shells is equally probable as capture into n = 2. 
Secondly, the ionization distribution is shifted towards 
higher Q-values. One can show that the Q-values of 
ionization processes are directly connected to the 
energy of the emitted electrons in the projectile frame 
(see appendix C). At low projectile energy most of the 
emitted electrons are projectile centered (electron 
capture into the continuum), thus having very low 
energy in the projectile frame. But with increasing 
projectile velocity, ionized electrons strand in between 
the target and the projectile. At E = 25 keV/amu target 
centered electrons would correspond to an energy of 
13.6 eV in the projectile frame, appearing at Q = 18.7 
eV (see chapter 10 for a general discussion on single. 
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 Figure 5.4: Compilation of Q-value spectra 
of Na

+
 recoils resulting from H

+
+Na(3s) collisions. The 

positions of capture into H(n =1) and H(n = 2) are 
indicated, as well as the onsets for ionization and 
inner-shell capture (ISC). 
other channels. 
Inner-Shell Processes 
 A first indication of the participation of inner-
shell electrons in ion-atom collisions was found in the 
high-energy behavior of the total capture cross 
section (see e.g. [203] and references therein). The 
flattening out of the total cross section instead of a 
rapid decrease was explained by an increased 
participation of core electrons. At higher energies the 
incident ion's velocity approaches that of the core 
electrons. In general, the capture cross section is 
expected to maximize if there is "velocity matching" 
between the target electron and the projectile. Total 
one-electron capture cross sections for the H

+
 

+Na(3s) collisions also exhibit this trend (see figure 
5.2). 

A RIMS technique enables the direct 
observation of (sub-) shell-specific processes, as the 
Q-value of a specific reaction can be determined. 
Previously, this level of detail was accessible only 
indirectly via spectroscopy of Auger electrons or 
photons, which are charac- 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 5.5: Inner shell capture cross 
sections for H

+
+Na collisions as functions of impact 

energy. Present experiment; ISC from 2p-shell 
Theory: TC-BGM results for total one-electron 

capture    ;,
10_1010  OSC  Multinomial ISC from 2p-

shell (...) and ISC from 2s-shell (-.-). As stated above, 
inner-shell processes involving alkalis have not been 

reported before, because capture from the uppermost 
inner-shell cannot lead to Auger decay. Only radiative 
decay is possible. Outer- and inner-shell capture 
processes appear both in the Na

+
 recoil spectrum, but 

as shown in figure 5.1 they can be distinguished and 
the assignment is unambiguous. The final states in 
hydrogen span an energy range of 13.6 eV, while the 
difference in binding energy of the Na 3s electron and 
the nearest inner-shell 2p electron is 28 eV. 
 In the following sections processes in 
H

+
+Na(3s) collisions involving the 2p-shell are 

presented. First the pure inner-shell capture 
contribution in the Na

+
 recoil spectra is discussed. 

Next, results on transfer ionization are given and 
compared with pure inner-shell capture. 
Inner-Shell One-Electron Capture 
 From the assignment of the ISC part of the 
Na

+
 recoil spectrum (see figure 5.1) it is clear that 

most of its contribution is related to capture into the 
hydrogen ground state. Therefore in the following 
inner-shell capture is specified for the processes 

      3,2132H 56   nnlpNasHspNa         (5.5) 

 One of the 2p inner-shell electrons is 
captured into the hydrogen ground state while the 
outer-shell 3s electron remains bound to the target. In 
the rest of the discussion the term ISC is used for 
processes given by equation 5.5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 5.6: MOTRIMS and TC-BGM results 
for the different contributions to ISC into H(n = I): 
Na

+
(2p

5
3s)  and Na

+
(2p

5
3p) (O, —). 

 The experimental ISC cross sections 
obtained are shown in figure 5.6 together with the TC-
BGM calculations, in which the total ISC contribution 
is obtained from the difference between total one-
electron capture (

10
) and outer-shell capture  10

OSC
. 

 Clearly, the dominant contribution to ISC is 
due to the Na(2p) electrons. The MOTRIMS results 
agree very well with the calculations. However, this 
agreement may be somewhat fortuitous, since the 
calculations are not restricted to the final states 
probed by the experiments. The experimental ISC 
excludes the possibility that more than one electron is 
removed. The Q-value spectra are taken for Na

+
 recoil 

ions and do not include Na
2+

 recoils. This situation is 
not respected by taking the difference of net- and 
single-electron transfer cross sections, but can be 
modelled by multinomial statistics [72]. The result of 
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such an analysis is shown figure 5.6. This multinomial 
ISC is somewhat lower than the difference of net- and 
single-particle cross sections, which is a direct 
consequence of the condition that the other electrons 
- in particular Na(3s) - remain bound to the target. 
 The two main ISC peaks in the Q-value 
spectrum (figure 5.1) are due to capture into H(b) 
leaving the excited Na

+
 recoil in either a 2p

5
3s or 

2p
5
3p state. Their relative contributions are shown in 

figure 5.12. These two channels contribute about 75% 
of the total ISC. The other 25% can be ascribed to the 
formation of higher 2p

5
nl states. The main trends in 

the MOTRIMS data are supported by the calculations: 
2p

5
3p gives the largest contribution below E = 18 keV, 

and 2p
5
3s dominates at higher energies. Below E = 6 

keV/amu theory shows again a dominance of 2p
5
3s, 

which is not supported by the measurements. 
 To understand a dominance of the 2p

5
3p 

final state at low energy the following explanation is 
proposed. This final state implies that the capture of 
one inner-shell 1p electron is accompanied by the 
excitation of the outer-shell 3s electron to the 3p orbit, 
i.e. an active role of the outer-shell electron. In this 
process the two active electrons form a system with 
total 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 Figure 5.7: Reduced DCS of OSC into H(n = 
2) and ISC into H(1s) leading to Na

+
(2p

5
3p) at 14 

keV/amu collision energy. In order to compare these 
processes, in both cases the integral over is 
normalized. The line is to guide the eye. 
 Angular momentum Z = 1. Because the 2p 
electron is captured into a Is state, the outer-shell 3s 
electron has to change to a p orbital in order to 
conserve angular momentum. The energetically most 
favorable p state is the 3p state. This mechanism will 
only hold if the transition time from the quasi-
molecular state to the final state is long enough such 
that the outer-shell 3s electron can interact with the 
captured 2p electron. That might be the reason that 
this channel decreases at higher collision energy. 
 The energy dependence of the 2p

5
3s 

population suggests that with increasing projectile 
velocity the 3s electron does not change its initial 
orbital and becomes more of a spectator. In fact this is 
a situation typically assumed in high energy ISC, i.e., 
charge transfer from different shells can be treated 
independently (see e.g. [208]). The present data 
clearly show the transition between ISC with and 
without outer-shell participation. The transition occurs 
at about 1.4 Vorb of the outer-shell electron, i.e. at 

much lower velocity than Vorb of the 2p electron (which 
corresponds to a collision energy of 90 keV/amu). 
Objectives 
 In this paper an extensive MOTRIMS study 
of electron capture and ionization processes in 
collisions of H

+
, He

2+
, C

6+
 and O

6+
 projectile ions on 

ground state Na(3s) and laser excited Na*(3p) is 
presented. The investigated energy range of 1 - 25 
keV/amu covers the transition from pure electron 
capture to ionization dominated interactions. The 
experimental data are presented in conjunction with 
state-of-the-art theoretical calculations. Classical 
trajectory Monte Carlo calculations have been carried 
out by Ron Olson (Rolla, USA). Close-coupling two-
center basis generator method calculations were 
performed by Matthias Keim and Hans Jurgen Liidde 
(Frankfurt, Germany) and Myroslav Zapukhlyak and 
Tom Kirchner (Clausthal, Germany).In this paper the 
results are presented for the collision systems of H-
+
+Na(3s). In all our findings on (multi-)electron 

capture are compiled and compared to identify 
general trends. For single ionization a similar 
approach is presented. 
Conclusion 
 In this paper a detailed study of keV H

+
+Na 

collisions is presented. The MOTRIMS experiments 
confirm that capture of the outer-shell 3s electron 
dominates at low energy. But for higher energies they 
present the first direct evidence of charge transfer 
being dominated by capture of a 2p inner-shell 
electron instead of outer-shell capture. With this 
observation one-electron capture can be seen as a 
result of two distinct processes. At low energies, E < 
10 keV/amu, it is dominated by outer-shell capture 
into H(n = 2), while at high energies, E > 40 keV/amu, 
inner-shell capture from the 2p-shell into H(n= 1) is 
the main process, i.e. already at energies lower than 
expected from the "velocity matching" argument. 
 In the Na

+
 recoil spectra two inner-shell 

capture processes could be identified, namely ISC 
leaving the outer-shell electron in the 3s state or 
exciting it to 3p. The relative intensities of these 
processes revealed the prominent role of multi-
electron dynamics in low energy inner-shell capture 
and a transition to ISC without active outer-shell 
participation occurring at ~ 1.4 vorb of the outer-shell 
electron. Inner-shell capture leading to Na

+
 recoils has 

larger cross sections than that ofNa
2+

 production, the 
latter being dominated by transfer ionization. Good 
overall agreement between our MOTRIMS data and 
the TC-BGM calculations has been found. 
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